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ONE
You are reading these words. We can think of you as a reader. We can also
think of you as the one who is aware of the reading.
Well, where is this reader? Where is this awareness? Where are you? You
might point to your head or to your heart, but we’re looking for a more
specific location. What about three inches behind your eyes? What about two
inches behind your eyes? What about a centimeter to the left of that? What
about a millimeter to the right of that? Where is the reader? Where is the
awareness?
Suffice it to say, it may be impossible to locate one’s awareness, one’s
subjective sense of self, in three-dimensional space. If we could locate it in
three-dimensional space, we would be able to say how tall it was, how wide it
was, and how deep it was. Your mind and your awareness—your most basic
sense of subjectivity and self—do not exist in three-dimensional space. In this
sense, consciousness has no place: it is nowhere. Yet, as sure as we
experience anything, our subjectivity exists nevertheless.
Even though our subjectivity does not exist in three-dimensional space, we
tend to talk about ourselves as if it did. For example, I tend to say that “I was
at the office” rather than “My spatially null awareness perceived through the
human form with which it is associated while it was at the office.” Clearly,
how we normally describe our presence is far more practical.
Interestingly, one of the few locations that is defined by one’s subjectivity,
and not defined by other points of spatial reference, is one of the most
ubiquitous: here. Who can refute someone saying “ I am here”? How can I, as
an awareness or mind, doubt myself when I think that “I am here”? If think
that I exist, and I think that I am somewhere, the safest assertion I can make
about my location is that it is “here.”
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However, when pressed, if someone says “show me on a map where ‘here’ is,”
I may try and try, but I cannot provide a convincing argument as to its exact
location. Ultimately, ‘here’ is not a spatial location at all, but rather is a
mental projection of one’s subjectivity as if such subjectivity were located in
space. After all, I can close my eyes and imagine existing a universe without
height, depth, or dimension whatsoever—a universe, not of three dimensions,
but of zero dimensions—and I can still think and experience and contemplate
myself as existing, and thus existing “here”—even though “here” refers to no
specific spatial location.
In other words, zero-dimensional space (no-space or no-where) may not only
prove adequate for housing a mind or subjective self, it may also be valid to
consider one’s mentality or awareness as existing in such a non-place, even
when the contents of one’s awareness suggest a universe that has three
spatial dimensions.
Think of it this way: no matter how far an object travels in three-dimensional
space it does not become is closer to nor further away from one’s mind or
subjective center. Prove it to yourself; imagine yourself riding a horse that is,
at this very moment, standing on a mountain in Colorado. Now let’s suppose
that horse begins to run faster and faster, and quickly passes into Wyoming.
Just because our conception of the horse has moved in physical space, from
Colorado to Wyoming, does not mean that you are any more or less able to
experience yourself riding it. Let’s suppose that the horse sprouts wings and
magical powers and relocates to a galaxy far, far away—can’t you still
imagine yourself riding it? Is the horse in your mind’s eye any closer to or
further away from you just because its physical location has changed?
Another way to look at it: is it easier to imagine riding a horse in Colorado
when you orbit Jupiter or when you orbit Saturn? Must the physical location
of your body determine your sense of where you are, or where “here” is? What
about when you travel in a dream? Where are “you?”
Obviously, your sense of presence persists regardless of the physical location
of your body. Your sense of “here” has nothing to do with objective physical
space per se, and thus may be thought to exist in a space-less realm, in zerodimensional space.
Zero-dimensional space may sound like a contradiction in terms, though as a
conceptual phrase it may still point us in the right direction. For example, if
we suggest that one’s mind, awareness, or self exists and yet has no
properties associated with three-dimensional space (i.e., height, width,
depth), we have little choice but to regard it as a thing that has zero
dimensionality, or a zero-dimensional object. While such a thing may sound
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absurd, the quite reputable and logical discipline of geometry has allowed for
zero-dimensional objects for some time. As most scholars have been told,
traditional geometry defines a point as an object without dimensions (ie.,
without height, width, and depth) and having no properties except location.
If, for the sake of argument, we allow “here” to suffice as a location, than we
can draw a close parallel between the characteristics of a single geometric
point and one’s basic subjectivity or awareness.
To simply have consciousness, to have a sense of knowing or experiencing
even if that knowledge or experience is of an extremely simple form—this is
the hallmark of all subjectivity. To witness…to intuit “I AM,” not in contrast
to non-being (not “I am not”), and not in contrast to that which is not oneself
(not “I am not that”), but rather to have a rudimentary or foundational sense
of awareness, the realization that there is anything, the realization that
there is something, the realization of the most irreducible kernel of
subjectivity—this is a lesson we can associate with the single geometric point.
A single point in zero-dimensional space is an entity that has only location,
and though to all external observers zero-dimensional space may allow for no
existence or locality within it, in the subjective experience of a denizen of the
zero-dimensional realm (a dimensionless witness or subjectivity, a single
point of view), its awareness or experience is evidence enough that something
exists, even if what exists is nothing more than the phenomenal experience of
consciousness apprehending itself. It may seem to such a zero-dimensional
awareness like there is nothing other than itself, and that while it may lack
height, width, and depth, it nevertheless has an immediate sense of existing
here and now, an ineradicable self-evident presence that it cannot place on
any map of physical space.
Some would be content to assert that this single point of ever-present-yetnonlocal awareness is all there is. To me, that sounds pretty boring…and
obviously an oversimplification. After all, you’re reading this book, and to do
so have at least a basic orientation toward dimensional space. The text goes
from left to right; you read from the top of the page to the bottom. If
consciousness is equally nowhere and “now here,” where do all these
additional dimensions with which we are so familiar come from? How do we
get beyond the delineation of our own consciousness in zero-dimensional
space?
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2

TWO
In the previous chapter, we saw how a single dimensionless point correlated
to the notion of subjectivity as having no height, width, or depth. In essence,
the observing self has a sense of “here” (as well as a sense of “now”) even
when no outside observer can specify where or when a conscious witness
exists. Of course, the notion of an “outside observer” suggests that at least
one other point—another subjectivity—may also exist. In geometry, it is
meaningless for two points to occupy the same location; seeing as how they
are defined by their location, were they to occupy the same place, they would
be identical: the same point. For two points to exist, they have to be in
different places. And while it seems that every kernel of awareness
subjectively experiences itself as “here now,” given our experiences of multidimensional space, there must be a way to conceive of something other than
“here,” a way to conceive of, in spatial terms, “elsewhere.”
This notion of elsewhere requires that more than one location exist, and for
that to be the case we require more than zero spatial dimensions imbued with
a sense of presence. We need at least one spatial dimension, and a way to
define locations in it, not by one’s subjective sense of presence, not just one’s
sense of “here,” but rather by distance relative to a given point of reference,
the distance between one point and another.
If we assume that a point discovering another point for the first time had an
inner monologue, it might go something like this:
“Existence is, Awareness is…I exist, I am here…yet there is something
else…something not here…there is something there. It may be very very close
to me, but it is not me—it is not here. And if it is not here, if it is not me, it
must be somewhere else. And if there is a ‘somewhere else,’ if there is at least
one elsewhere, how far away is it? How far apart are…we?
“Whatever the answer is, however I quantify or characterize the distance, it
does not change the fact that the distance exists; it could be one unit away or
one million—either way there is space between us…space exists…not just the
space of here, not just presence, but a thing that divides and holds apart—
makes separate, if not just plain makes—more than one thing.”
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To have a sense that there is more than the content of present experience, or
that there are multiple aspects to or perspective on present experience is to
have erected conceptual divisions and conjectures, to have given rise to the
rudiments of an analytical intellect. It is the beginning of Mind. An observer
or witness completely engrossed in awareness or experience may lack a sense
of distinct selfhood, and may also have no suspicion that anything other than
the present content of experience exists or could exist. In the metaphor of a
single point, subjective awareness of presence does not involve stipulations
regarding what is or is not a certain thing, nor hunches that there is
anything beyond the present, nor hunches that the knowledge or experience
of subjectivity is only a subset of all possible knowledge or experience.
However, as soon as mental activity can posit the differentiation of present
experience from other experience, of the self-evident from the implicit, a
single point in zero-dimensional space is no longer adequate to represent the
processes of Mind or consciousness. While a single point may suffice to
represent the self-contained or self-evident aspects of an awareness of here
and now, more than one point is required to represent the same with an
additional element of “elsewhere”-ness, an additional element of severability
that arises from the supposition that the immediacy of subjective awareness,
while irrefutable, does not account for the entirety of the cosmos, and may
even itself contain plurality rather than singularity.
To the extent that the cosmos and all arising therein may be encompassed by
the content of one perspective or one witnessing, we can consider it a
subjective universe. However, in as much as the cosmos and all arising
therein may exceed or be more than the content that one observer perceives
in a given moment, we have to say that while the cosmos has at least one
subjective aspect, it also has an aspect that transcends that lone subjectivity.
A universe that contains an aspect beyond the content of a given subjectivity
may be conceived of as an objective universe or a polysubjective
universe, depending upon whether or not that aspect that goes
unexperienced by a given subjectivity is experienced by another or not.
Because one can possess no absolute certainty about something outside the
self-evident content of his present awareness, no entity can assert with
absolute assurance that the universe even has a polysubjective aspect, let
alone an objective one. However, one can speculate regarding (or have faith
in) that which exceeds one’s present experience. To the extent that one
believes that the cosmos consists of more than his present experience, he
believes in an objective universe.
A geometric representation of one who believes in an objective universe
incorporates a single point that represents his subjectivity as well as at least
6
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one other point representative of that beyond his immediate experience.
Together, this minimum of two points—of two distinct spatial locations—is
sufficient to define a geometrical space of one dimension: a line. The distance
between any two line-defining points can vary greatly from line to line; in a
sense, it does not matter how far apart they are. They could be infinitely far
apart or infinitesimally far apart, as long as they are not occupying the exact
same location, the exact same “here.”
Because points have location but no dimension, the quantity of them that can
fit in any space is limitless—a region of space may be subdivided endlessly
into an infinite number of locations or subsections. In this sense, the quantity
of subjective perspectives or points of view in a one-dimensional space could
also be infinite. If you start with one point, as soon as one other point is
added to the mix, it implies the existence of an infinite quantity of points
between them. To have more than one subjectivity within a given universe
suggests the possibility of a ceaseless proliferation of perspectives. Although
none of them may know of or experience one another, they may all exist in an
objective sense; that is to say they may exist independently of their being
perceived or experienced by others.
The differences between knowledge of something and experience of something
are sometimes great and sometimes subtle; the fact that we can make such
distinctions at all suggests that there is more to perception than present
awareness. It suggests the existence of Mind. One of the primary impulses of
Mind is to enhance its knowledge, understanding, and sense of certainty. As
soon as a mind associated with a given point of view comprehends the
possibility of a reality beyond its present experience, the possibility of an
objective universe, it begins to crave the knowledge and certainty it might
gain were it able to perceive beyond the constraints and limitations of a
partial present experience. (Think of the incessant interrogation conducted by
young children.) Mind does not wish to have only some pieces of the puzzle
and to have only an inkling about how they may fit together; Mind yearns for
omniscience, to perceive all of the parts of the cosmos and how they fit
together as wholes.
Because the notion of a reality beyond the content of subjective awareness
seems to promise a less partial and more comprehensive version of the
universe, attaining objective knowledge becomes one of Mind’s essential
compulsions. Unfortunately for Mind, attempting to perceive without a point
of view, attempting to witness without an observer, may prove an irresolvable
paradox. Yet, the futility of attempting to apprehend impartially, of
attempting to gain a perspective that transcends perspective as such, does
not necessarily dissuade Mind from attempting to accomplish this impossible
task.
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Sometimes Mind yearns so strongly for certainty and unassailable truth that
it claims to have objective knowledge or insight even when it has none. Like a
delusional hungry man who convinces himself that he both disdains food and
is sated while he starves, Mind can substitute the desperate conviction that
its knowledge is objective for its otherwise distressing uncertainty and the
partial perspective from which it arises.
How does Mind delude itself into believing that its experiences or notions are
impartial or have the stature of universal objectivity? Quite simply, it
confuses its a priori theories and abstract categories with that which such
theories and categories describe. Instead of Mind remaining cognizant of its
subjectivity and partial ignorance, it conveniently forgets or conceals such
facts from itself, and instead regards its conceptualization of the cosmos or its
subsets, not as conceptualization, but as if the category with which a
phenomenon were associated were the thing itself (whatever a “thing itself”
may be). In so doing, Mind imposes divisions upon and creates dichotomies
out of the unity and continuity of phenomenal experience.
Mind oversimplifies that which it seeks to understand through representing
it, and in so doing distances itself even further from its ideal of unmediated
or unmitigated apprehension of the cosmos in its rich complexity and
irreducible nuance. After all, if Mind were not bothered by omission, it would
not place such a high value on objectivity or omniscience to begin with! It is
only by concealing its omissions from itself that it can tolerate accepting its
partial representations as if they were impartial actualities.
One of the most familiar examples of this mental self-deception may arise
when people quibble over matters of taste. Instead of saying “I prefer this,
and you prefer that,” one person may say “This is good,” and the other person
may say “This is not good.” This sort of contradiction, reiterated in ever-more
subtle forms, can endure across generations. When someone says “It seems to
me that I prefer this, and you prefer that,” he recognizes that the perception
of a given thing, as well as its evaluation, may be unique to the individual
witnessing it in that particular time, place, and context.
However, the person who says “this is good,” omits from his statement how
that conclusion arose; the person who says “this is good” speaks as if
perception and evaluation were not partial, subjective endeavors, but rather
as if some objective perception and evaluation were possible, and, more than
just speaking as if they were possible, he speaks as if he were in possession of
that impossibility: objective knowledge.
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Such discourse tends to follow a similar pattern, namely the assertion that a
thing is or is not something else (e.g., “You are guilty,” “This is delicious,” “He
was not evil,” “The sky is blue”).
The challenges and opportunities associated with objective reality and
knowledge thereof appear in contemplation of a one-dimensional
phenomenon: the line segment.
A line segment, like a line, is defined by two points. We can think of a line as
a one-dimensional connection spanning the distance between two different
locations. Such a connection includes implicitly all of the possible locations
(which are limitless in quantity) along its length. A line segment has an
absolute size (its length) in whatever units one wishes to measure it.
One-dimensional space allows for an infinite positive quantity of line
segments with an infinite variety of positive lengths. However long they are,
though, they all have the same simple 180-degree shape. Line segments
cannot be distinguished from each other on the basis of their angles or
quantity of vertices in the way that polygons might; all line segments look
like all other line segments. Because of this, the only ways to distinguish one
line segment from another in one-dimensional space are by comparing the
locations of their end points, or their lengths.
The length of a line segment cannot change, nor can the locations of either of
a segment’s end points, without changing it into a line segment with a
different identity. Once you change the length of a line segment, it doesn’t
make sense to regard it as the same line segment any more—it has no more
in common with its original properties than it does with an infinite number of
other line segments. Also, it is no more or less congruent to all other line
segments than any other line segment. If you change the location of a line
segment, but keep it exactly the same length, it also has no more in common
with its former self than an infinite number of other line segments; even
when relocated, it is no more or less congruent to all other line segments than
any other line segment.
The seeming rigidity of line segments: their inflexibility, their immobility,
and the indistinguishability of their shape from that of other line segments,
suggests the sort of objective knowledge that we discussed earlier. No matter
how one looks at them, no matter what angle or perspective one has, the
definition of a given line segment is immutable. The slightest variation in its
size or location and it might as well be identified as a completely different
segment. The necessity of each line segment having its own unique identity,
its own idiosyncratic definition, means that is essentially impossible to create
useful generalizations from one example of a line segment to a class of line
9
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segments—unless that class includes all segments, in such case one is not
discussing this or that type of line segment, but rather traits common to
segments as such. This irreducible specificity is the blessing as well as the
curse of objectivity: you can have extremely precise, observer-independent
facts, and at the same time you cannot meaningfully categorize or identify
patterns among those facts without the subjective endeavors of
interpretation, simplification, etc.
It would seem that Mind, in its yearning for objectivity, is in a bit of a pickle.
On the one hand, subjectivity means biases and omissions overlapping with
hermeneutic constructions and heuristics shaped by goals, desires, and the
allocation of limited resources. On the other hand, objectivity means limitless
impartial knowledge that is so accurate and detailed as to be overwhelmingly
vast and pertinent only to unique and particular arrangements, particular
regions of space at particular instants.
When Mind denies its own subjectivity and begins to believe that it has
objective understanding, it oversimplifies that which it seeks to know
through representing it, and in so doing distances itself even further from its
ideal of unmediated or unmitigated apprehension of the cosmos in its rich
complexity and irreducible nuance. However, when Mind attempts to
earnestly and unabashedly shed its subjectivity in favor of an objective view,
it is faced with the prospect of the particularity of that which it seeks to
understand. And, in the face of such specificity, Mind cannot generalize from
it, nor regard it in terms of basic principles, and thus can only regard it on its
own particular terms. For what Mind achieves in terms of nuanced
awareness, it misses the big picture, the general patterns and underlying
principles that facilitate a comprehension of the universe at large—the very
thing that makes omniscience desirable.
…if only there were a way out of this jam, a way out of zero-dimensional
solipsism and the one-dimensional dead end of striving for objectivity.
Fortunately for all of us, there is…
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3

Three
Quick recap: a point represents zero-dimensional subjectivity and a sense of
“here”-ness. The two points of a line segment represent absolute location,
absolute length, and the paradox of one-dimensional objectivity. How can we
reconcile solipsism with omniscience, how can we balance phenomenology
with impartiality? Let’s begin by adding another point to the mix.
In geometry, three non-collinear points suffice to define a plane, which
occupies two-dimensional space. Two-dimensional space allows for more than
just length; figures may also have width. While, in and of itself, there may
not seem to be much special about width, what width makes possible is a
radical departure from the mere points and lines that have preceded it.
Recall that all line segments have basically the same shape: two points at 180
degrees from each other. With the addition of another spatial dimension,
more complex relationships between points can exist. For example, three
points that aren’t all on the same line can suggest three intersecting line
segments.
And, to the extent that the points define different lines, each one of those
lines is capable of intersecting with another line at one—and only one—
point. The point where two lines meet, rather than just defining the
beginning or ending of a line segment, can define the structure or shape of a
two-dimensional figure, a region of bounded space. Such a bounded region
may have a finite perimeter and finite interior area. This is novel, and comes
about with two-dimensional space; such concepts are meaningless in one- or
zero-dimensional space. Similarly, while any two points on a given line are
180 degrees apart, two intersecting lines can be any fraction of that in
relationship to one another. With two lines capable of intersection, between
them we can have 90-degree angles, 45-degree angles, 66-degree angles, or
pretty much whatever angles you’d like!
Three points spread across two-dimensional space (three points that aren’t all
on the same line) suffice to define a plane, as well as to define the locations
where lines or line segments intersect and form a triangle. No matter where
the three points are in relation to one another, as long as they aren’t all on
the same line, they will define a two-dimensional plane as well as a triangle.
This means that the angles of the intersecting lines that pass through those
points can vary quite widely. Some triangles will have lines 89 degrees apart,
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whereas others will have lines 4 degrees apart. Because a degree can be
subdivided endlessly, the quantity of possible variations in the interior angles
of a triangle is limitless.
Although the locations of the three points that define any given triangle may
be unique to each, the angles at which the defined line segments meet may be
shared by triangles at different locations. Additionally, different triangles can
share the same set of interior angles and have defining line segments (or
perimeters) of varying lengths. Triangles at different locations who share the
same set of interior angles with each other may share perimeter-defining line
segments that are the same length.
These properties of triangles allow us to identify them in a number of
different ways. Rather than just grouping them according to their
idiosyncratic locations or the lengths of one or more of their line segments
(which is how we can group one-dimensional line segments with limited
utility), we can also group them according to their shared sets of interior
angles. In other words, we can recognize triangles at different places and of
different sizes that share the same shape. And because, unlike line segments,
triangles can come in more than one shape, grouping or categorizing them
according to their shapes allows us to generalize from one triangle to another
while still retaining meaningful differentiation from the rest of the other
triangles.
While, like one-dimensional lines, things like the location and perimeter of
triangles still exist in absolute or objective terms, a second spatial dimension
allows relationships of component parts of triangles to exist such that they
may be classified in relative terms, as well. Thus, one hundred different
triangles whose interior angles measure 90-45-45 can be different sizes and
at different locations, yet simultaneously share in common traits that other
kinds of triangles (such as those whose interior angles measure 89-45-46 or
100-40-40) may not also possess. The similarity of triangles of the same shape
makes possible the sort of generalization that Mind is inclined to perform.
Unlike the uniform similarity of all line segments, the qualified similarity of
triangles allows them to be differentiated from one another by type. (Because
all line segments are similar, they cannot be differentiated by shape, and
thus one gains nothing by conceiving of them as “similar” any more than they
gain by conceiving of them as line segments as such.) For two triangles to be
similar means that they are dissimilar to all other kinds of triangle—of which
there are an infinite variety. This ability to separate the particular from all
other possibilities without having to regard each instance as its own
idiosyncratic class (or regard it in objective terms) confers advantages of
simplicity and efficiency to Mind that seeks knowledge and patterns with
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limited time, attention, and other resources. That such simplification and
efficiency of categorization have a basis in objective reality does not eradicate
the subjectivity inherent in the enterprise; rather, they rely upon it.
Subjectivity (zero-dimensional, as in the point) provides the basis upon which
generalizations (two-dimensional, as in the triangle) from objective data (onedimensional, as in the line) may arise.
Subjectivity provides the basis upon which generalizations from objective
data may arise. Mind, in striving for ultimate accuracy, does well not to
forget this. If it does forget (or deny) that its understanding born of general
categories is a product of subjective mental processes, it can think that its
comprehension or representation of the cosmos is objective when, at best, it is
only influenced or shaped by the objective world.
To draw upon examples from the last chapter of this kind of error, someone
operating from a one-dimensional frame of reference might say--and, more to
the point, believe literally--utterances such as “You are guilty,” “This is
delicious,” “He was not evil,” or “The sky is blue."
From a two-dimensional frame of reference or standpoint, those utterances
might not be interpreted nor uttered as per their literal denotation. Instead,
one who says or hears them may remain conscientious of their provisional
stipulation as metaphor, that the utterances point toward a kind or set of
relationships between things, and that the identities he assigns to those
"things themselves" arise as provisional, ad-hoc discernments of similarities
and differences rather than infallible proclamations of some intrinsic,
obvious, or self-evident truth.
For the sake of example, someone operating from a two-dimensional
perspective might give roughly equal weight to the statements "The sky is
blue," "The gasses of this planet's atmosphere absorb electromagnetic
radiation disproportionately across the spectrum visible to most humans," "A
sapphire surround our heads," and "I can see the blue of the sky."
Similarly, "You are guilty" could be stated as "You look guilty to me" or "They
find you guilty beyond a reasonable doubt" or "I think that you should be
morally culpable for this transgression, whether or not you physically
performed the action." This is not so much about the ambiguity inherent in
language (though that is its own can of worms) as much as it is about the
ambiguity inherent in our attempts to simplify our experiences and
generalize from them.
In one-dimensional space, we believe that the facts are the facts, yet in twodimensional space, we recognize that our conceptions of the facts are
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themselves shorthand creations arising from partial perspectives in relation
to objective reality, and that the utility of such creations springs from their
ability to group and categorize things by their similar traits while excluding
the dissimilar. The fallibility of such creations springs from mistaking the
categories, or the things-as-categorized, for the "things themselves"--of which
we may never behold with perspective-less, objective awareness.
With this in mind, let us recall that earlier we defined a triangle in terms of
its points; any three points that aren’t all on the same line may suffice to
define a triangle. From those points, we can define lines or line segments that
may serve as the sides of the triangle. Interestingly, we can engage in the
same process in reverse. For example, we can start with lines, ascertain
where they intersect, and, from there, obtain the identity/location of a
triangle's points.
In geometry, where lines intersect is called a vertex (plural: vertices). If we
start with a bunch of points, we can stipulate that they are (or will be)
vertices and draw lines that intersect at those points. Conversely, we can
draw intersecting lines and, where they meet, identify vertices.
Let's say that we start with a set of three points. If we draw lines so that
every point of the set is connected to every other point in the set, we find that
we get three vertices at the exact locations of the points of the initial set.
Those three lines never intersect each other at any other location (even if you
follow the lines out for an infinite length in both directions), and no more
than three lines are defined by the initial set of points. From a set of three
initial points, you get three lines and three vertices.
Let's say you have a set of two points: you get one line and zero vertices. If
you have only one point, you get zero lines and zero vertices. (This makes
sense because you need at least two points to define a line, and at least two
lines for a vertex.) Because one point can be on more than one line, all of the
points in our three-point set, when connected, are part of two lines--and
where a point is part of two different lines, it is, by definition, where those
lines intersect, and thus a vertex. In one-dimensional space, we cannot have
any vertices. We have shown that in two-dimensional space, we can have at
least three vertices; one for each point in a set.
Is there a way to have more than three vertices in two-dimensional space?
Let’s suppose that the answer is “yes.” Is there a way to have more vertices,
more points of intersection of the lines defined by an initial set of seed points
than the number of points in that initial set? In short: sure. Just add another
point to the mix.
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4

Four
If you start with a set of three seed points equidistant from a common center
in two-dimensional space, and add to it a point that is non-collinear with any
of the lines defined by the initial set of three points, something very
interesting can happen. If you connect all of the points in that four-point set
with lines, you will see the four vertices that you might expect.

The thing is, if you connect all of the four seed points in all possible ways, you
will also see an additional vertex at a location different from that of any of
the points in the initial four-point set. In essence, a fifth point has crashed
the party! Or, perhaps, a fifth point has been conjured, summoned forth by
the séance conducted by the four initial points. However you characterize it,
there is a vertex that is distinct from the initial set of four points that is,
nevertheless, defined by their interrelation. In this sense, the whole is more
than the sum of the parts.
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Unlike in the case of the triangle, where three points define three lines that
define three vertices identical to the initial three points, in the case of the
square, four points define six lines that define five vertices, of which only a
portion (4/5 or 80%) are identical to the initial four seed points. When we put
the pieces together, we get more than just the pieces--we get something else,
something additional. In this sense, regarding each piece by itself, in
isolation, and then mentally tallying it up with other pieces taken in isolation
does NOT equal what you get when you regard each piece as part of a whole,
or in conjunction with other pieces. The synergistic interaction of those pieces
seems to give rise to something beyond what the pieces could produce without
their interrelation. To the extent that we regard the four points as preceding
the fifth point, we can regard the fifth point as emerging from the
interrelation of the four, or as an emergent vertex.
At the same time, if we regard the five points all together as one
simultaneously cohesive system, it doesn't make sense to think of the four
points as ever really separate from the fifth, or vice versa. For example, if we
get rid of one of the exterior four points, we are not left with four vertices, but
three--we are left with a triangle.
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Similarly, if we get rid of two of the exterior four points, we are also left with
three vertices—another triangle.

Even though we have five vertices, getting rid of one—or two—of them leaves
us with the same quantity of vertices: three. Usually, “five minus one” and
“five minus two” give us different results; the sort of subtraction where they
both equal the same thing is not what we were taught in grammar school!
Thinking of the properties of the vertices in terms of subtraction can
illustrate to what extent the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.
One final example: five vertices minus four vertices equals how many
vertices? Answer: not one, but zero!
A quick recap: we can think of the interactions of parts as giving rise to
emergent parts which, when taken in tandem with the parts from which they
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arise, suggest a united whole. Similarly, we can think of a cohesive whole as
being analyzed into its component parts, yet in dissecting and disarticulating
the whole, we may overlook or eradicate some aspects of the whole whose
presence depended upon the interactions of its constituent parts. When those
interactions are removed, when the parts are isolated, that which might
otherwise emerge from their synergy cannot be found.
This relates to how we conceive of and describe seemingly discreet things as
per the mentality of two-dimensional space. Not only do we need to remain
cognizant of the fact that our categorizations and descriptions are just that,
and not the things we are categorizing and describing, we also need to be
mindful of how regarding any one "thing" in isolation, regardless of the
metaphor or categorization employed, can be misleading. We need to remain
mindful of how presumptions of the existence of independent entities can
cause us to overlook, not only relevant information, but also how most
“things” depend upon and are depended upon for the existence of other
things.
Consider: what "thing" is not constituted by the interactions of more basic
things? What "thing" is a whole unto itself, and not more than the sum of its
parts? Vertices are defined by lines, lines are defined by points, and points
are defined by location. (Does this mean that location is a whole unto itself,
and not more than the sum of its parts? I leave that to you to judge—and
remind you to use a two-dimensional frame of mind rather than a onedimensional frame of mind when contemplating "the" answer!)
If things may always be regarded as composed of the interactions of other
things, what does that say about the ultimate origins of things, the Source of
All? If unity arises out of multiplicity, what is to give rise to initial
multiplicities other than greater and greater multiplicity—a limitless
number of teeny tiny parts? Conversely, if we start with unity and it is
fractured into multiplicity through an infinite number of subdivisions, or if
the Many emanates from the One, where does that first One come from? How
could a single entity give rise to itself, and in turn, everything else? How
could the Source of All be its own Source, as well?
(As an aside, I cannot help but be struck by how these kinds of questions
relate to the shape of the square with five vertices. It looks much like an
Egyptian pyramid as viewed from above. The Egyptians are noteworthy for
many things, though the duality between polytheism and monotheism in
their ancient history seems to offer a thematic echo for some of these
questions regarding the One and the Many.)
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In addressing questions regarding origins, it is important to distinguish
between two different kinds of causality. Sometimes we think of an event
causing another event in the forward progression of time. For example,
animals mate and then their offspring come into being—the animals don't
have to keep mating for the offspring to exist; they can stop, and sometimes
even perish, but the consequences of their actions from one point in time
result in the existence of offspring at a later point in time. Alternately, we
can think of causality in terms of what is necessary for a given condition. For
example, I can't make a quilt without having fabric and thread the entire
time that I'm making it. It is not enough to have fabric and thread at a given
point in time and then for it to go away and then still expect to have a quilt
after they have left the scene!
We can think of these different kinds of causality as causality that implicates
a temporal predecessor and causality that implicates instantaneous
necessity. Alternately, we can think of them as "once upon a time" causality
and "once and for all time" causality.
When we look at emergence, are we looking at "once upon a time" causality or
"once and for all time" causality? Think of it this way: if organ systems
emerge from the interactions of organs, and organs emerge from the
interactions of tissues, and those tissues emerge from the interactions of
cells, can we have cells at one point in time, have them give rise to organ
systems, and then leave those cells behind while retaining the organ systems
to which they gave rise, while retaining the cells' emergent product? Clearly,
the answer is no. In this sense, emergent phenomena generally implicate
"once and for all time" causality in relationship to their constituent parts.
It is not enough that the constituent parts and processes of emergent
phenomena precede their emergence in time—they must also persist during
the instants of their emergence, as well.
When we consider the two different kinds of causality in addressing questions
about the ultimate origins of the cosmos, we are left with two different trains
of thought. One attempts to trace the history of the cosmos back to its
beginning, to the first moment of time, whereas the other attempts to
consider how that which has arisen in any given moment depends upon the
existence of the necessary conditions of that given moment. Following these
different paths, we are lead to very different destinations.
If we attempt to conceive of the beginning of the cosmos, or the beginning of
time, we quickly find ourselves in a logical quandary. If there were a "first
moment," we could easily ask what brought that first moment about—what is
its historical origin? However, if the first moment truly is unprecedented in
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time, nothing could have come before it, nothing could have caused it in the
sense of having transpired prior to it or leading up to it. In this way, logic
suggests that, to the extent that the existence of any moment is dependent
upon prior moments for its existence, there can be no "first moment," but
rather that there must be a limitless procession of moments extending
forever backward in time. In that sense, the cosmos is beginning-less. We
have to consider the possibility that the cosmos has always existed, and that
time has always advanced without having ever started, without having ever
not advanced.
If we attempt to conceive of how some aspect of any given moment depends
upon the conditions of that given moment, we are faced with a different set of
challenges. Most basically, if an aspect of a given moment depends upon the
conditions of that moment, how could we possibly separate that aspect of that
moment from those conditions? How could we have that which is necessary
and sufficient for the emergence of a given phenomenon and that
phenomenon not emerge?
Logic suggests that the conditions present in any given moment compel that
moment to have certain aspects. In this sense, the specific character of any
facet of a moment is inextricably linked to the structuring powers of that
moment as a whole. In other words, any given quality or given region of space
at any given instant may be associated with or inseparable from the
conditions necessary and sufficient to give rise to every other facet of that
moment. While this does not mean that what happens in Tokyo controls what
happens simultaneously in Tulsa, or that what happens in Amsterdam
controls what happens simultaneously in the Andromeda galaxy, it does
mean that all of what happens simultaneously within the cosmos shares in
common a set of conditions that cannot be absolutely separated in any
practical sense. Rather, any divisions among aspects of a given instant are
forged in the perceptual apparatus of an observer—and such an observer
as/and/or his perceptual apparatus are also in practice indivisible in an
absolute sense from the instantaneous unity of the cosmos as a whole. (More
on this later…)
To say a whole arises out of parts is but one metaphor for conceiving of the
conditional relationships of necessity for given aspects of an ultimately
indivisible whole. It is not so much that parts "don't really exist" as the
notion of parts as such is an interpretative construct employed to understand
or predict the behavior and transformations of given wholes—which,
although regarded as wholes, may also serve as parts within larger wholes, or
even parts within a single all-encompassing whole.
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In addressing the notion that unity could emanate or somehow give rise to
multiplicity (that the Many could spring forth from the One), we are left to
consider from whence that initial One has arisen. Again, it is meaningless for
us to attempt to give an historical account of its appearance or creation, for
that would merely suggest that something existed before the One, and that
something must have existed before that, and something must have existed
before that, etc. (With such notions, one cannot get very far—he runs to stand
still.) Conversely, if we seek to describe the conditional factors that were
necessary for the existence of the One, we implicitly presuppose that there is
some greater context in which the One is situated, rather than regarding the
One as a totality beyond which nothing exists.
If we regard the One as self-contained or self-sufficient, the notion of
conditional factors upon which it depends is a meaningless redundancy; it is
moot. If the One is independent of conditional factors outside itself—if no
such factors are thought to even exist—than we may be justified in describing
it as giving rise to itself, depending only upon itself, or being its own Source.
And, to the extent that such a Source is not only self-propagating in an
absolute sense, but also has aspects capable of transformation and
experience, we might say that it is self-changing and self-aware. We may also
say that this multifaceted, self-sustaining One characterizes the cosmos as a
whole at any given moment.
But if that is so—if the cosmos may be thought of as an independent unity—,
what's the point of thinking of things in terms of emergence? Well, we might
as well ask what the point is of thinking of things at all. After all, "things"
suggests plurality, and plurality would seem to contradict the monolithic
character of the One. It is in dilemmas such as this that a two-dimensional
perspective, remaining cognizant of our metaphors as such, may again serve
us.
We can say that the cosmos is like a self-sustaining singularity, and we can
also say that it is like a hierarchy of interacting parts that give rise to wholes
that have emergent properties. In a way, the notion of emergence is a sort of
apologia or atonement for regarding experience as phenomena, for regarding
continuity as discreet entities. As soon as we make distinctions, as soon as we
regard the One as if it were binary and disjointed according to our
interpretive parameters, we trade completeness for specificity, and in so
doing we omit aspects of reality from our conception of it. (Ironically, we do
this as we attempt to make our conceptions more accurately detailed.)
To the extent that we regard subsets of the cosmos as if they had their own
intrinsic or separate existence, our conception of reality will be impoverished.
In a sense, to make our mental representation of the cosmos easier to carry
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with us, we dehydrate it, reducing it to parts. In an effort to make those
dehydrated pieces more closely resemble their original referent, we may "rehydrate" or reconstitute them through acknowledging that in addition to the
aspects upon which we have focused, the reality of how those aspects interact
and relate also has tremendous importance. This importance is born, not
from an ideological or sentimental appreciation of interaction and relation,
but rather through the enhanced predictive capacity that models of the
cosmos which include emergent phenomena possess.
For example, if I conceive of a kingdom as a whole and its denizens as its
constituent parts, coming to know how each individual behaves when isolated
will not necessarily tell me how they will behave when they interact, nor will
it necessarily tell me how to predict the behavior of the kingdom at large. In
this sense, notions of emergence have direct relevance to enterprises such as
war, trade relations, and the shaping of human civilizations. Similarly, to the
extent that the predictable behavior of subatomic particles differs from that
of atoms, compounds, and so forth, we might say that regarding things
through the lens of emergence may be useful in apprehending the so-called
physical aspects of all phenomena.
The dualism between conceptions of reality as a single totality and
conceptions of it as a multifaceted diversity may be overcome with twodimensional mindfulness. We can reconcile both descriptions as just that:
verbal signifiers that merely allude to that which they are used in
representing, whereas the represented itself/themselves/without
representation seems elusive to Mind.
At the same time, however, "the One as a whole greater than and emerging
from the Many as parts" and "the Many as parts less than and emanating as
desiccated fractions of the One" don't really feel reconciled. Just because we
recognize that neither conception must be entirely and literally true to the
exclusion of the other's validity does not necessarily mean that we are much
closer to useful comprehension or dialectical synthesis.
Perhaps one of the constraints on our logic in attempting to resolve such
matters is the sort of quantitative metaphors that we are using. After all,
when we talk about "the Many" we are fine with leaving the quantity
unspecified. But when we talk about "the One," we are back on a seemingly
objective or quantitatively specific one-dimensional wavelength. Perhaps we
may abandon the quantitative restriction imposed by notions of "the One."
If we are exploring the capacity of wholes (plural) to emerge from parts
(plural), why would we assume that there is some kind of ultimate whole
(singular) that encompasses all other parts (plural)? Why not conceive of
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multiple emergent wholes that, despite or because of their interaction,
continue to produce emergent wholes—and not just a solitary emergent
whole? In other words, why would processes of emergence stop at just one
product? What makes you think that the cosmos culminates in a lone apex?
Or that it even could?
I believe that the visual metaphor of the square with five vertices may have
done us a disservice here. Perhaps it is time to take a look at a set of points
whose emergent vertices are capable of giving rise to emergent vertices
without ever terminating the process of emergence, without ever producing
only four points or fewer. Fortunately for the sake of continuity, we don't
need to look very far to find such a magical set of points.
It seems all we need is five.
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5

Five
Let's give ourselves five points, no three of which are collinear, all five of
which exist in two-dimensional space.

If we interconnect those five points, using them to define every possible line
segment among them, each of those initial five points becomes a vertex, a
place where two line segments meet.

And, where the line segments that connect the initial five points intersect,
additional vertices are defined.
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As before, we can think of these additional vertices as emergent vertices,
seeing as how they arise from the interrelation of other points.
Unlike in the case of the square, however, we have more than one emergent
vertex. Instead of just one emergent vertex in the center, we have five
surrounding the center. In a sense, this is great news; when we left off from
the last section, we were on the lookout for a set of points that, when
interconnected, the quantity of emergent vertices they produced would exceed
four, and thus could give rise to even more emergent vertices indefinitely.
When a regular polygon has more than four vertices, its emergent vertices
will endlessly give rise to other emergent vertices, instead of the emergence
culminating or stopping in one supreme point, one final emergent vertex.
Right?
Well, let's see if starting with five points will work for us. If we start with five
points, we can get ten vertices, five of which are the initial points, and five of
which are the emergent vertices. Having more than three emergent vertices
allows us to do something that we haven't been able to do before: we can
interconnect the emergent vertices, using them to define every possible line
segment among them, and see what emergent vertices arise from the
intersections of those line segments.
Admittedly, this can get confusing pretty quickly. It may help to think of the
points that we start with (the first five) as seed points. We can then see what
emergent vertices arise from the interconnections of the seed points, and call
those points emergent vertices of the first order or first-order
emergent vertices.
If we interconnect the emergent vertices of the first order, we can see where
those interconnections intersect and call those points of intersection
emergent vertices of the second order, and so on. (Basically, the more
iterations we go through, the higher the order of the emergent vertices.) So if
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we have five seed points, and five emergent vertices of the first order, how
many emergent vertices of the second order do we have? Strangely enough,
we have five!

As you might guess, if we repeat this process again, and go through another
iteration, we will find that we get five emergent vertices of the third order,
five emergent vertices of the fourth order, five emergent vertices of the fifth
order, and so on. If we start with five seed points, it seems that we will get
five emergent vertices with each iteration, regardless of how many iterations
there are. In this sense, if we wonder how many emergent vertices there are
of the millionth (or billionth—or trillionth) order, the answer is always the
same: five of them. In this sense, it is as if the seed points are regenerating or
reproducing exact copies of themselves.
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Well, not exact copies. After all, with each successive iteration, the distance
between the emergent vertices shrinks. Emergent vertices of the fourth order
are closer together than emergent vertices of the third order; emergent
vertices of the third order are closer together than emergent vertices of the
second order, and so on. So they aren't exact copies. They are, however,
proportionally similar. The angles at which the line segments intersect
remains constant throughout each regeneration. It is as if the seed points are
inscribing smaller and smaller copies of their initial arrangement within
themselves, as if each successive miniature version of the seed points
resembles the larger one that preceded it (albeit rotated 180 degrees).
The similarity of each subsequent iteration to the one that gave rise to it
(and, ultimately, to the seed points that started the whole thing), is different
from anything we have seen before. Rather than one set of multiple parts
giving rise to one thing, we can see one set of multiple parts giving rise to
multiple things, which, in turn, give rise to other multiple things, and all the
while the proportional relationships between the parts in one level of order
equal the proportional relationships between the parts in any other level of
order. In this sense, it is not merely that the parts give rise to a single whole
greater than themselves, but that the parts (plural) give rise to greater
wholes (plural), and that the relationships between those greater wholes are
like echoes of the relationships between their constituent parts.
This theme of relationships between wholes resembling or having similarity
to their subsets runs throughout many of the world's wisdom traditions.
Whether we recall Western notions of the body politic, wherein different
aspects of human society are correlated to different functions of the
individual human body, or Eastern models of five-element systems, wherein
exemplars of each of the five elements are regarded as having five
subdivisions, with each subdivision corresponding to each of the five
elements, the concept that different levels of order are homologous to one
another in terms of how their parts and their emergent wholes interrelate
has ancient resonance.
In other words, people have observed and interpreted their experiences such
that it may seem as if one pattern has expressed itself throughout all levels;
microcosms and macrocosms appear to share a basic structure.
For example, how many times have you heard of a leader referred to as the
"head" of a group or the "brains" of an operation? And the metaphor goes both
ways—how many times have you heard the white blood cells of an immune
system referred to as "police" or "troops"? Have you heard of the "heart" of a
city or the "voice" of a generation? All of these common expressions tap into
the psychological resonance of the notion that the microcosm and the
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macrocosm share the same basic layout, and that such a layout may appear
in human form as well as in other guises.
When scientists describe holography, and assert that even a small part of a
hologram contains the image of the whole hologram, they are alluding to this
relationship between the microcosm and macrocosm. They are suggesting
that an entirety and its constituent parts adhere to one abstract form or
structuring principle alike. Similarly, when astrologers and mystics recite the
dictum "as above, so below," they recapitulate the essence of an ancient
doctrine, namely that of the similarity in pattern or tendency between the
microcosm and the macrocosm.
Suffice it to say that many have noticed correlations between wholes at
different levels or orders of emergence. But why should this be so? Earlier, I
used the term "echo" to describe the patterns found in higher orders of
emergence in relation to their seed points. If they were truly echoes, we
would say that they exist because of some original sound; in this case,
because of the seed points. An implication of this, however, is that the
manner in which the most fundamental points associate in some way dictates
or determines the characteristics and features that the wholes arising from
their interaction possess. In this scenario, the most bottom of the bottom
exerts casual power over the tippity top. While there may be good reason to
suspect that this is the case, we also have reason to doubt this tidy
explanation. For example, the traditional claim is "as above, so below,"
suggesting that it is the higher-order wholes that exert more of a top-down
influence than lower-order wholes exert a bottom-up.
To really explore this question of top-down versus bottom-up, it would be
great if we could somehow gain access to an order of emergence more
fundamental than that of the seed points, if we could somehow view the set of
line segments of which the seed points are emergent vertices. Instead of
seeing what arises from the seed points, we would see what they might have
arisen from. Instead of looking at what emerges from the seed points, we
would look at what is submerged below them. How can we do this?
In a sense, emergent points are the vertices of line segments defined by a set
of initial points that are not those initial points. We could treat the seed
points as if they were the vertices of intersecting lines, and draw those
implicit lines that pass through pairs of seed points, making sure to omit
those lines whose intersections would give rise to emergent points not found
in the initial set of seed points. When we do this, what do we find?
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In the case of a five-point set of seed points, we discover that the level from
which they could emerge, that of submergent vertices of the first order,
contains five submergent vertices.
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If we seek the points that could give rise to those submergent vertices of the
first order, we discover submergent vertices of the second order—and five of
them!
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As you might guess, this recapitulation of five submergent vertices continues,
much like the repetition of the pattern of five emergent vertices continues
indefinitely. In this sense, the level at which one identifies five seed points is
somewhat arbitrary; every level of emergence or submergence is similar to
every other level. Wherever you start, homologous levels exist implicitly
above and below it. From this, we may conclude that downward causality and
upward causality are equally likely and equally valid, just as they are equally
meaningless and equally invalid. As far as we can tell, the similarity of
emergent and submergent vertices across levels of a five-point system
suggests that all levels of emergence or submergence imply all other levels
simultaneously, without one being more or less necessary or possible than the
others.
Control is not only top-down, nor is it only bottom-up. The integrated whole
appears internally organized in a similar pattern across all levels. Any
deviation from that pattern at any of the levels would jeopardize the
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manifestation of the pattern at all other levels; in this sense, the
configurations at all levels are interdependent.
Interestingly, a five-point set is the set with the least number of points that
allows for both emergence and submergence. If we take a four-point set, for
example, and extend lines through pairs of seed points, omitting those lines
whose intersections would give rise to emergent points not found in the set of
seed points. When we do this, what do we find?

Attempting to identify submergent vertices from a square's four corners
yields two sets of parallel lines at right angles to one another. Such lines only
intersect one another once, and that intersection gives rise to the four seed
points. Beyond that, however, there are no intersections, no submergent
vertices of which to speak.
In this sense, the seed points of the square cannot be thought of as having
emerged from anything; they are established by fiat, by arbitrary
supposition. Based upon this, we might consider the four-point model of
emergence, namely that of finite components yielding a finite product,
somewhat suspiciously.
How accurate might a model of the process of emergence be if it implies the
existence of a decision-making initiator or arbitrator for it to begin, as well as
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a duration of only one iteration? To what extent could this account for or
predict what we experience? While it may have utility in illustrating the
basic concept of emergence or emergent vertices, it leaves much to be desired
as a metaphor for the evolution of the cosmos.
Similarly, attempting to ascertain submergent vertices for a triangle or set of
three seed points is an exercise in futility. Again, the lines never intersect
apart from were the seed points are located. Again, the points of the figure
cannot be thought of as having emerged; they, like the square, are
established by fiat, by arbitrary supposition.

The pentagon, or set of five seed points, however, is different. We can identify
submergent vertex after submergent vertex, level beneath level, just as we
can identify emergent vertices endlessly. Does this mean, as perhaps
Pythagoras believed, that the geometric properties of the pentagon hold the
key to unlocking the mysteries of the universe? Is the set of five points, and
the line segments that they imply, an unbeatable metaphor in the quest to
illustrate the true nature of galaxies, civilizations, individuals, and
microorganisms?
Perhaps it is superior to the square and the triangle; perhaps it is the
supreme symbol of two-dimensional space.
Conversely, maybe the pentagon is just one metaphor among many, one stop
in an ongoing journey. After all, to continue exploring and progressing, all we
need to do is add one more point into the mix.
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6
Six

If we take six seed points, ensuring that no three of them are collinear, what
kinds of emergent and submergent vertices might we find? Let's start with
the submergent vertices for a change. As we connect each seed point,
omitting the line segments whose intersections would give rise to points other
than the six seed points we've specified, we can see a hexagram take shape
and vertices of the first submergent order appear.
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And, if we seek vertices of the second submergent order, we can see another
hexagram.
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Presumably, as we seek submergent vertices of ever-increasing order, we will
continue to see larger hexagram after larger hexagram. So far, this is similar
to the pattern of submergent pentagrams descending from submergent
pentagrams descended from submergent pentagrams ad infinitum.
But will the pattern hold in the other direction? Will hexagrams give rise to
hexagrams onward and onward for eternity? Or will something put a stop to
the process of emergence? Or will something different from a six-pointed
figure arise?
When we take six seed points, ensuring that no three of them are collinear,
and use them to define all possible line segments among them, we get a
figure in the shape of another hexagram—no big surprise there.
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However, when we look more closely, we can see that instead of the emergent
figure containing only six line segments, it contains eight. The way that these
eight line segments intersect gives rise to not one, not two—not even five or
six—but thirteen emergent vertices.
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In addition to the emergent vertices along the perimeter of the interior
hexagon (of which there are twelve), an emergent vertex also appears in its
center. Keep in mind that we haven't seen an emergent vertex in the center
of seed points since our first emergent vertex in the center of the square. And,
at the same time, we have never seen the quantity of emergent vertices
exceed the number of seed points. Where did those additional vertices come
from?
While there is an obvious procedural answer to that question (the vertices
came from where the line segments connecting the seed points intersect), at a
more conceptual level, the answer proves a bit more challenging. Up until
now, we have seen multiple parts give rise to a single whole, as well as
having seen how multiple parts can give rise to multiple wholes, particularly
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when the relationships between those multiple parts and wholes remain
constantly similar at each level of emergent or submergent order. At this
point, however, we see six seed points as multiple parts whose relationships
are held constant throughout each level of submergence, whereas the
quantity and patterns of emergent vertices to which they give rise suggests
an increase in complexity.
Let's take a look at this increase in the quantity and complexity of the
relationships between emergent vertices. As mentioned above, we have
thirteen emergent vertices of the first order, one of which is in the center of
the other twelve. When we use those emergent vertices to define every
possible line segment among them, we get our emergent vertices of the
second order—and a lot of them!
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This trend of increasing numbers of emergent vertices shows no signs of
stopping. If anything, it seems that the numbers will continue growing larger
and larger! In fact, it seems that they may never stop growing, and that, for
all intents and purposes, the number of emergent vertices at the millionth
order will be far greater than one hundred million, at the trillionth order will
be far greater than one hundred trillion, and toward the infinite order of
emergence the number of emergent vertices will approach infinity.
Contrast these results with those of the set of five seed points we worked
with in the last chapter—just one point fewer than the set of six seed points
we've been considering. A set of five seed points will give rise to exactly five
emergent vertices at the infinite order of emergence. A set of six seed
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points—adding only one point to the seed set—will give rise to an almost
infinite quantity of emergent vertices at the infinite order of emergence.
Suffice it to say, this is a tremendous difference!
We can interpret the capacity of six seed points to give rise to emergent
vertices approaching infinite quantities as emblematic of the fecundity of the
cosmos, not just in terms of its sheer immensity, but rather of more complex
configurations and organizations endlessly emerging from simpler ones.
And, unlike in the case of the pentagram, each successive level of emergence
for the set of six seed points need not be bound to the forms and relationships
of the levels below it. Rather, as emergence transpires, the richness,
diversity, and intricacy of relationships and interactions may increase. From
this perspective, the encapsulating adage may not be "as above, so below" so
much as "so many below, so many more above." This vision of the cosmos is
one, not of the recapitulation of analogous or similar patterns, but of evergrowing novelty and subtle differentiation.
How might the concept of constantly generating the new and different look in
concrete terms? Consider the case of protons, neutrons, and electrons. From
combining these three building-blocks, an atom of every element known to
humanity, each with their own unique characteristics and properties, may
arise. Subsequently, combining atoms to form molecules means greater—and
certainly not less—diversity of qualities and characteristics. As those
molecules combine into things like stars, planets, and organisms, and as
those organisms interactively participate in their evolution and speciation,
we see more and more diversity and range in patterns of relationship.
How many different ways can an electron relate to a proton? How different
ways can human individuals relate to plants, animals, each other? The
opportunities for possibility seem to grow exponentially with each increase in
order of emergence. Rather than regarding a king as analogous to his
kingdom as analogous to Nature at large, we can say that blue jays bring
more to the table than hydrogen atoms; that human tribes are incomparably
greater than crocodile teeth or vole tails.
Suffice it to say that, as parts form wholes and those wholes aggregate into
greater wholes, far from the Many becoming One, or the Many adhering to
One Pattern, the Many seems to give rise to the More. That the cosmos may
be characterized by its tendencies toward proliferation and diversification is a
lesson that the patterns of emergence of six seed points have to offer.
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To quickly recap: if we have six seed points, the first order of emergent
vertices will contain thirteen, including one located centrally. As iterations
progress, and the infinite order of emergent vertices is approached, the
quantity of emergent vertices, as well as the quantity of perimeter-points
that they define, will also approach infinity.
This is the first time that we have encountered emergent behavior of this
sort. From the single point in zero-dimensional space through to the twodimensional triangle, nothing gave rise to any emergent vertices. The square
and the pentagon, however, have given rise to fewer than six emergent
vertices per order of emergence. Yet, the hexagon can serve as a foundation
from which a nearly infinite quantity of emergent vertices per order of
emergence may arise. It is the first polygon—the polygon with the lowest
quantity of vertices—to approach giving rise to a set of points that transcends
the discreet quantity of sides that characterize other polygons. It is the lowest
quantity of seed points that can meaningfully approach giving rise to a figure
with an infinite quantity of sides. This is a noteworthy characteristic.
And, as characteristics go, it is also somewhat puzzling. If we start with six
seed points and explore their submergent vertices, we see hexagram after
hexagram. Conversely, if we start with six seed points and explore their
emergent vertices, we see a rapid development away from small quantities
and toward limitless quantities. This asymmetry between the submergent
and the emergent is not altogether puzzling, though it is somewhat
bothersome.
Whereas the pentagram's submergent vertices of the infinite order were
similar to its seed points which were similar to its emergent vertices of the
infinite order, the hexagram's submergent vertices of the infinite order are
similar to its seed points—yet both are dissimilar to its emergent vertices at
every level of emergent order. In essence, with a set of six seed points we go
from a beginning-less reiteration of the initial set to an endless progression of
ever-increasing quantities of emergent vertices. What is to account for this
asymmetry? Why would a six point set suddenly give rise to a thirteen-point
set after having arisen from six point set before six point set?
It seems that, in gaining a seed point in addition to that of the pentagram, we
have gained the capacity to approach an infinite proliferation of emergent
orders and vertices. However, it seems that we have sacrificed the continuity
the pentagram established between submergent and emergent levels. If we
take the hexagon's emergent vertices of the first order and ascertain their
submergent vertices, we find that we have six submergent vertices, arranged
in what appears like a hexagram. (Even though we have additional lines to
account for the center vertex that emerged, those lines needn't intersect with
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any other lines at unprecedented locations, and thus they won't imply the
existence of more than six submergent vertices.) So far, so good.

However, when we take the hexagram's emergent vertices of the second order
and try to ascertain their submergent vertices, we find that a different
picture emerges. Just a fraction of the second-order emergent vertices (as
shown below) would clearly require submergent vertices that would form a
far cry from a mere six.
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—So much for symmetry between emergence and submergence!
Even if we expect a degree of asymmetry in a system whose quantity and
complexity of relationships between higher-order emergent vertices exceeds
those that give rise to them, we would likely expect that asymmetry to
manifest in certain bidirectional ways. In other words, we might expect to be
able to derive submergent vertices from emergent vertices such that those
submergent vertices are identical to the configuration of points that gave rise
to the emergent vertices from which they were derived.
However, the configuration of submergent vertices for a given order of
emergence (n) tends to differ from the n-1 order of emergence that actually
gave rise to it. For example, the arrangement of first-order submergent
vertices for the third-order emergent vertices of a six seed-point system is
dissimilar to the second-order emergent vertices of that system. In other
words, while the submergent vertices we identify can give rise to certain
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configurations of points, that does not mean that they are the ones that
necessarily did. Arrangements of submergent vertices are not the only
possible configurations that can give rise to a given configuration of emergent
points. More than one set of seed points can bring about some of the same
emergent states.
This isn't all that surprising, because if you start with six seed points and
more than seventy vertices eventually emerge, starting with thirteen seed
points may enable one to give rise to similar configurations of emergent
vertices down the line.
What the asymmetry between submergent and emergent orders tells us is
that we cannot expect the mapping of submergent vertices to bring us to the
"bottom" of a sequence of emergence—we will never get six submergent
vertices, no matter how many iterations we go through, from a set of seed
points identical to those of the emergent vertices of a set of six seed points at
the fifth order of emergence. Rather, identifying submergent vertices can only
give us a sense of what may be required to bring a certain emergent sequence
into being. It does not always tell us the least that may be required, nor the
smallest quantity of seed points possible—but it does tell us what
configuration of seed points, if any, can give rise to a certain set of points.
In this sense, it may be telling that no submergent vertices exist for the
triangle or square, yet they do for the pentagon and all subsequent polygons.
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As we have seen with the pentagram and hexagram, submergent vertices
have invariably recapitulated the arrangements of the seed points that define
them. In this way, we could suspect that while triangles and squares cannot
give rise to themselves, nor regenerate, systems of seed points with greater
than four members seem to have this capacity. Strangely, however, only the
pentagram seems to regenerate itself without embellishment or
augmentation; the hexagram gives rise to points that may be regarded as
other hexagrams, and it also gives rise to ever-more rich quantities of points
and their configurations.
With this in mind, we must wonder: are hexagrams the only figures that
have this capacity to illustrate prolific and ceaseless generative emergence?
Are there sets of seed points larger than six that cannot?
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7

Seven
By the time you have arrived at this section, you should know the drill. Get
seven points; connect them together and see what vertices emerge.

Not quite the expected, is it?
Without any discussion of quantities and cosmic metaphors just yet, we can
notice right off the bat that something is...different. In all of the preceding
sets of seed points, their emergent vertices have arranged themselves nicely,
suggesting the perimeter of a polygon (give or take a center point). The
pentagram, the hexagram...these fellows were well-behaved and only came
out with one new figure in the first iteration. You didn't have to wonder how
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many new stars or shapes you were going to get—you knew that there would
be just one.
With seven seed points, however, it seems like all of that is up for grabs. I
mean, just look at it. The emergent vertices seem to delineate a septagram
inscribed within a septagon—one within the other. Alternatively, we can view
them as three septagons at alternating 180-degree angles of rotation
inscribed concentrically.
We just plain haven't seen this sort of thing before, particularly in the first
order of emergent vertices. Thankfully, we can cling to the knowledge that,
with seven, an odd number of seed points, no emergent vertex arises at the
center in the first iteration, in the first order of emergent vertices. Some
things are still predictable.
But not for long. The second order of emergence for the set of seven seed
points gives rise to a center vertex.
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And, amidst a tangle of line segments and emergent vertices, the outline of
an irregular star with twenty-one points appears in the second order of
emergence, as well.

Connecting the center point to every other emergent vertex of the second
order creates even more emergent vertices of the third order. Soon—and
surprisingly soon—, the fate of subsequent orders of emergence becomes
clear: it's a one-way ticket toward infinity, toward (but never quite becoming)
a disc completely filled with an unlimited number of emergent vertices.
As you might expect, the submergent vertices of the seven seed points do not
behave as we have come to expect, either. If we use the seed points to define
lines whose intersections could give rise to them, rather than creating one set
of vertices that could easily define a regular polygon, it appears as if there
are two sets of vertices defining two distinct—yet similar—septagons.
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Additionally, we can view all of the seven seed points' submergent vertices of
the first order as falling along the perimeter of a septagram. This septagram
differs from other polygrams defined by the submergent vertices of six or
fewer seed points because most of the smaller seed point sets can themselves
serve as the concave points of the polygrams. However, the submergent
septagram's concave points differ in location from the locations of the seven
seed points that they may give rise to.
This differentiation between seed points and concave points of the
submergent polygram is problematic in two ways. The first becomes apparent
when we attempt to illustrate the submergent vertices of the second order.
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Clearly, there are too many submergent vertices for the lines defined by them
to give rise only to fourteen emergent vertices. And, if we think about it, the
fourteen points that we obtained when we attempted to find the submergent
vertices of the seven seed points suffers from the same problem.
Fourteen submergent vertices, even when arranged in a star formation, do
not give rise to merely seven emergent vertices. Somehow, what we thought
were the seven seed points' submergent vertices are not actually their
submergent vertices. We have made a procedural mistake, and not a
miscalculation per se. If we go back and look at how submergent vertices are
defined, if we look at the procedure used for obtaining them, this becomes
quite clear.
In order to identify submergent vertices, we need to draw lines that pass
through pairs of seed points, omitting those lines whose intersections would
give rise to emergent points not found in the set of seed points. With
quantities of seed points smaller than seven, this meant omitting lines that
crossed the interior of the region bounded by the seed points. And, while
identifying the submergent vertices of a set of seven seed points requires
omitting the lines defined by pairs of seed points that cross the interior of the
region that they define, such a category of omission is alone insufficient.
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To identify the submergent vertices of a set of seven seed points we must use
the seed points to define, not lines, but line segments. More specifically, we
must draw line segments that are collinear with pairs of seed points such
that they do not occupy the region bounded by the seed points, while at the
same time limiting their length to the closest location to the center of the set
of seed points where they intersect with other line segments similarly
defined.
When we do this, we get unprecedented results.

Whereas a set of five seed points may emerge from a pentagram and a set of
six seed points may emerge from a hexagram, a set of seven seed points may
emerge from a septagram. What's so noteworthy about this? Well, regular
pentagrams and hexagrams only come in one flavor (one similar
configuration) each; there are only so many ways to connect five or six points
to each other. With septagrams, however, we can connect the seven points so
they have twice as many vertices as they do star-points (fourteen), or we can
connect the seven points so they have triple the vertices that they do starpoints (twenty-one vertices in a seven-pointed star).
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So what does this mean in terms of submergent vertices? Simply put, seven
seed points can emerge from a beginning-less reiteration of a certain kind of
septagram, and not another. If we regard the interior seven points of a
septagram with fourteen vertices as if they were a set of seven seed points,
we can then extrapolate what their emergent vertices of the first order would
look like.

We can also regard the interior seven points of a septagram with fourteen
vertices as if they were a set of seven seed points, and then extrapolate their
emergent vertices of the second order.
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The big question is this: in what way, if any, are the properties of emergent
and submergent vertices of a set of seven seed points different from those of a
set of six seed points in terms of how they might serve as a metaphor for the
cosmos?
Earlier, we asked if hexagrams were the only figures that had the capacity to
illustrate prolific, generative emergence. Clearly, the answer is "no"—
septagrams can do that just fine. As for whether or not there are sets of seed
points larger than six that cannot give rise to ever-increasing quantities of
emergent entities, thus far we have not encountered any evidence to support
that supposition.
It is easy for us to see seven seed points as multiple parts whose relationships
are held constant throughout each level of submergence…
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…whereas the quantity and patterns of emergent vertices to which they give
rise suggests an increase in complexity.
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In this fashion they are similar to sets of six seed points.
And, again, as with a set of six seed points, a set of seven seed points gives
rise to a trend of increasing numbers of emergent vertices that shows no
signs of stopping. If anything, it seems that the numbers will continue
growing larger and larger! In fact, it seems that they may never stop growing,
and that, for all intents and purposes, the number of emergent vertices at the
millionth order will be far greater than one hundred million, at the trillionth
order will be far greater than one hundred trillion, and toward the infinite
order of emergence the number of emergent vertices will approach infinity.
Like the set of six seed points before them, a set of seven seed points—adding
only one point to the seed set—will also give rise to a nearly infinite quantity
of emergent vertices at the infinite order of emergence.
In this sense, we can also interpret the capacity of seven seed points to give
rise to emergent vertices approaching infinite quantities as emblematic of the
fecundity of the cosmos, not just in terms of its sheer immensity, but rather of
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more complex configurations and organizations emerging limitlessly from
simpler ones. And, unlike in the case of the pentagram, each successive level
of emergence need not be restricted to the forms and relationships of the
levels below it.
Through emergence, the richness, diversity, and intricacy of relationships
and interactions increases. Again, we see "from many below, many more
above." This vision of the cosmos is one, not of the recapitulation of analogous
or similar patterns, but of ever-growing novelty and subtle differentiation.
The Many gives rise to the More, both in terms of quantity of emergent
wholes as well as the diversity of relationships between them; this is one of
the lessons that the patterns of emergence of the septagram, much like the
hexagram before it, has to offer.
And, as we continue adding seed points, we do not see deviations from this.
While the set of seven seed points is the lowest odd quantity to be able to give
rise to an emergent central vertex, all subsequent sets of seed points are
capable of accomplishing this feat. In this sense, seven is emblematic of the
end of the line, as it were, or, rather, its fully-fledged beginning.
We can take any finite quantity of seed points consisting of fewer than seven
in total and it will lack at least one of the traits that seven possesses; all
finite quantities of seed points greater than it may exhibit these traits, as
well. In this light, we may stop asking what happens when we add one more
point to a finite quantity of seed points in two-dimensional space. Instead, we
may begin to ask what happens when we have every possible point in the
mix.
What happens when we have seed points of infinite quantity?
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Infinity
If we have an infinite quantity of seed points located equidistantly from an
implicit center, we have, in essence, a continual region of points with no
space between them. Were we to represent this continuum graphically, it
might look like one unbroken line. Yet, because no segment of that unbroken
length could be any farther from its center than any other, that length could
not take off in one direction and continue indefinitely, like an arrow shot from
a super-powerful bow. Rather, that length would have to ceaselessly
compromise its advance; for every forward motion it would require lateral
movement; for every lateral transition it would have to advance or retreat.
What we would have from the constant compromise of this advancing line
would not be a region bounded as if it had the discreet faces of a polygon. It
would resemble to some extent an octagon, but it would more closely
resemble a polygon with sixteen faces, and it would even more closely
resemble a polygon with one hundred faces, and, even more than that, a
shape of one hundred thousand faces. Even a polygon with thousands and
thousands of faces would only approximate its shape, for instead of a finite
quantity of sides, it has them in unlimited supply. Of course, this continual
figure would not be difficult to imagine, nor difficult to spy in our
surroundings. It would be as unreachable and as close as a simple circle.
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If we connected every seed point of this set to every other seed point of this
set, we would draw connections between every fraction of the circle's
circumference. The interior region of the circle would be filled with
intersecting lines; the entire thing would be covered with emergent vertices.
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Just as the circumference of the circle was a continual region of points with
no space between them, so would be the interior of the circle at the first order
of emergence: an infinite quantity of emergent vertices arising from an
infinite quantity of intersecting line segments would transform the emptiness
bounded by the seed points into a disc, seemingly solid with emergent
vertices. From there, what would the line segments and emergent vertices of
the second order look like?
Surprisingly, this continual disc, this uninterrupted region of points in twodimensional space, would not be able to give rise to a single emergent vertex.
Rather than more discs—or even a single point whatsoever—there would be
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nothing. In this sense, the disc is as sterile and infertile as a triangle, line
segment, or single point.
An infinite quantity of emergent points in an infinite quantity of
interconnected relationships to one another, yet none ever give rise to
anything, let alone that which may be described similarly. How could this be?
Well, if we think back to the basic idea of an emergent vertex, we will find
our answer. If you start with a set of points and use them to define all
possible line segments between them, the points where those line segments
intersect that are not in the initial set of points are considered emergent
vertices. In the case of the solid disc, every possible point of intersection
between segments of lines is already the location of one of the points of the
circle’s emergent vertices of the first order.
Because the intersections of those first-order emergent vertices are “nothing
new”—because they do not stake out unclaimed territory, as it were—the
locations of those particular intersections are not considered as emergent
vertices of a higher order, but are rather considered intersections coincident
with the emergent vertices of the first order that had been already
established. Thus, when a given region of a plane has no vertex-free spaces,
no vertices may emerge from those innumerable points in that maximally
point-dense region.
Earlier, when we asked if there were sets of seed points greater than six in
number that have the capacity to illustrate prolific and ceaseless generative
emergence, we came to learn that, indeed, there were. And, when we asked if
there were sets of seed points larger than six in number that cannot, we now
know: an infinite quantity of seed points can only give rise to emergent
vertices of the first order. In this sense, the circle is akin to the square.
To sum up: infinite quantities of seed points equidistant from an implicit
center may be conceived of as circles, which give rise to discs, which, in turn,
give rise to nothing. But what happens when we seek the submergent
vertices of an infinite quantity of seed points? What, in one iteration, could
give rise to a circle?
To find out, let's take four neighboring points on the circumference of a circle
for examination. Because that circumference is continual, it is almost as if
there is no space between the points whatsoever. Yet, because having no
space between them would mean that they were at the same location, we
have to allow for the smallest space possible. This sounds easier than it is,
because any unit of distance can, in theory, be subdivided infinitely. Thus, we
need the closest thing to zero that we can possibly get, something that allows
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us to take into account this capacity for limitless subdivision. Let's say that
the four points on the circumference of the circle in question are an
infinitesimal distance from one another. For our purposes, however, we may
represent those four points with any arbitrary distance between each of
them.

If we use these four points to make three pairs of points, with each member of
those pairings directly next to the other, we get three lines that intersect at
one submergent vertex.

Now, let's assume that we do exactly the same thing for every point of the
circumference. If we're not careful, we're going to fill up the entire region of
space outside of the circumference with lines and submergent vertices.
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To be careful and competent with establishing our submergent vertices, all
we need to do is what we did for the seven-member set of seed points. We can
use the submergent vertices closest to the implicit center of the seed points to
define line segments instead of lines. This way, the space around the
circumference is left unmolested, save for a band of submergent vertices,
infinite in number, encompassing the seed points.
Should this band of submergent vertices sound like a circle to you, keep in
mind that they are not alone. Each of them is connected to two seed points by
very, very small line segments. Where these line segments intersect, and
where a submergent vertex isn't located, will be the locations of the seed
points.
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Because there is an infinite quantity of submergent vertices—one for each of
the seed points—we might be tempted to think that they are a circle, and
that a circle can arise from a circle. We know, however, that circles give rise
to discs. We also know that circles don't have tiny little line segments
connecting their points to the points of a proximate concentric circle. No,
circles don't give rise to circles. Rather, a certain kind of irregular infinigon,
or bounded shape with an infinite quantity of points and sides, can give rise
to circles—a subtle, but important, distinction.
And what of the circle's submergent vertices of the second order? Following
the pattern of self-similarity of submergent shapes in smaller sets of seed
points, an irregular infinigon can give rise to an irregular infinigon, which in
turn may give rise to a circle. Irregular infinigons at each level of
submergence, discs at the lone level of emergence: this is part of what it
means to be a circle.
The idea that irregular infinigons can give rise to other irregular infinigons,
and that irregular infinigons can give rise to an infinite quantity of emergent
vertices in the shape of a circle, and that a circle can give rise to single
emergent discs, may strike some as a wonderful way to think of things:
infinite orders of infinite parts giving rise to an infinite quantity of wholes in
every possible relationship to one another, all without a discreet beginning or
ending in finite singularity.
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Like the processes of emergence detailed in chapters before, it does have its
romantic allure. Yet, the metaphor of infinity emerging from infinity remains
a metaphor, and one with a quantitative bias.
The metaphor of infinity emerging from infinity is no more "real" than the
metaphor of zero-dimensional space or the one-dimensional number line.
Such a claim, no doubt, is made from the perspective of a two-dimensional
awareness. And, at the same time, we could compare the cosmos to a flower
or a sneeze, and each of those to the infinite forever emerging from the
infinite. It is not that one comparison is more real, and one less real, but
rather that they are all different conceptualizations attempting to indicate an
irreducible extant.
Yes, this may be the penultimate lesson of two-dimensional awareness, that
in addition to one's subjective awareness or consciousness, things of which
one is not aware at present may nevertheless exist, and that ways of
conceptualizing of or generalizing from experience, in terms of categorizing
experiences and in terms of making inferences about that which is not
presently experienced, are the products and processes of mental operation,
and are not experiences nor the objectively extant which could give rise to
them per se. Regard for the operation of Mind allows one to entertain a
variety of metaphors for the cosmos at large, including metaphors relating to
patterns of relationship between parts and wholes.
Some such patterns allude to the ultimate unity of parts, whereas others
suggest similar, if parallel, relationships between parts and wholes at various
levels or orders of emergence. At the same time, some patterns suggest that
various levels or orders of emergence may differ in terms of the sheer
quantity and complexity of the interrelationship of parts and wholes. Others
suggest that, ultimately, the possible quantity and possible kinds of
relationship among parts and their emergent wholes is always boundless and
exceedingly abundant.
But so what? So what if we have subjectivity in an objective universe and
many different ways to conceive of this predicament? What difference, if any,
does all of that make?
To answer that question, we need to add another point.
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+

Beyond the Infinite
If we posit that the ultimate emergent phenomena of two-dimensional space
may be characterized as a disc whose form consists of continua of emergent
vertices and all possible relationships among them, it would seem that we
have reached the end of the line. Or, as it were, the end of the twodimensional plane.
If we posit the existence of a single point collinear to all of that disc's
emergent vertices and every portion of every interrelationship between them,
it would seem to defy geometric law. How could one point be collinear with
every point of a triangle, let alone every point on the circumference of a
circle...and every point within that circumference?!?
The answer is rather simple, actually. All we need to do is locate this lone,
omni-collinear point on a plane that differs from the one on which we have
positioned our cherished disc.
For the sake of simplicity, let's suppose that this new plane is parallel to the
two-dimensional expanse we've been focused on.
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If we connect all of the points of our disc to that one, non-coplanar point, we
have a cone. And, to be sure, we have three-dimensional (3D) space.
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Interestingly, when we take a side view, the line segments between the disc
and the cone's apex (the non-coplanar point) intersect only at the apex. They
don’t cross each other, or share points, anywhere else.
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Because of this, no emergent vertices seem to appear in the third dimension.
What does this mean?
Well, if we uphold the notion that a single point represents subjectivity or
awareness, we might say that the apex has a "bird's eye view" of things. The
suchness of infinite emergence arises, and, as if peering at each point of the
disc, the apex is aware of every aspect of it, all at once.
Every aspect of it. All at once. Although this description may be accurate, it
may also be misleading. The apex is not aware of the relationships between
and among the points of the disc, but rather is aware of each point by itself. It
is as if the apex cannot see the trees for the forest—he only sees the parts,
and not how they relate together as wholes (even though the “parts” that he
sees may be thought of as wholes emerging from the relationships of parts at
a lower level of emergence).
From the perspective of the apex, the only thing that the parts, the points of
the disc, seem to be related to is its present experience. It is as if, instead of
reading this text, or the words of this text, you saw every letter of this book
all at the same time, with each letter in its own unique location. You could
see all of the letters, but could not see them combining synergistically to form
words, sentences, etc.
If you, as a reader, cannot "connect the dots," you cannot make meaning from
those dots. Without relationship, they don't constellate to convey an image or
concept or story; they are just a bunch of isolated points.
But even to call them a "bunch" may be giving the apex too much credit.
Rather, there is a dot. And there is a dot. And there is a dot. And there is a
dot. And you're beholding each individual dot (of which you may perceive a
limitless quantity) at the same instant without recognizing that you even
have a plurality of objects of awareness, or without recognizing that you are
regarding the present content of your awareness as if it were multiplicity
rather than singularity. And that's a bizarre state of affairs.
To perceive relationships between things (or things as if they are
relationships) on a two-dimensional plane from a vantage point in threedimensional space, the line segments between those things and that vantage
point need to intersect. And where line segments intersect without precedent
at that location, an emergent vertex appears.
In this sense, each emergent vertex in 3D space on a plane other than that of
the points that give rise to it represents a relationship between at least two
things, and, at a higher order of emergence, we may regard that relationship
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as a thing that is related to at least one other relationship, and the
relationship between (or among) those relationships would be illustrated by
line segments emanating from them sharing a common vertex on a plane
other than that of those that gave rise to it.
And, in turn, that vertex representing a relationship between (or among)
relationships would also come to be regarded as its own thing, and so on and
so forth until all possible relationships between (or among) relationships have
emerged.
Clearly, this process of emergent meta-relationships requires more than one
"apex" or point that is non-coplanar to the disc. If we start with the most
basic augmentation, and put two "apexes" in play, we get a squat-looking
conical shape consisting of an infinite quantity of emergent vertices,
including a single emergent vertex at its apex.

This is an amazing change from the status of the disc alone. With the
addition of one point that is non-coplanar to the disc, zero vertices emerge.
With two points non-coplanar to the disc, we can have an infinite quantity of
emergent vertices.
Turns out, the more non-coplanar (to the disc) "apexes" we add, the less steep
the sides of the emergent cone become.
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Eventually, if we add an infinite quantity of non-coplanar "apexes" within a
non-coplanar region congruent to the disc, we get something that looks very
much like a cylinder. While the cylinder looks nice, in some ways it is past
the point of diminishing returns. If two "apexes" give us an infinite quantity
of emergent vertices, no matter how many more emergent vertices we add,
we're still going to have an infinite quantity of emergent vertices once we plot
out the intersections.
That being said, because one or two (or three or four) seed points in two
dimensions have no submergent vertices, I would rather posit at least five
"apexes" so as to be able to regard them as possibly emergent phenomena and
not merely arbitrarily assigned.
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So, we recognize that we need at least two "apexes"—and preferably five or
more—to bring about emergent vertices in three-dimensional space. This
means that, in order for one subjective awareness to become cognizant of the
relationships between things, in addition to having a one-dimensional regard
for each thing of which it is aware, it must also have at least a twodimensional appreciation of itself as in relationship to the relationships of
which it is aware.
In essence, to understand or even behold relationships between things at all,
particularly emergent relationships, one must be able to regard the
relationship between his own subjectivity and that which he perceives. To
perceive relationship or unity among the phenomena he experiences, he must
be able to perceive relationship between a set of interrelated phenomena and
his own awareness.
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From a perspective of the cosmos as a case of bottom-up emergence, the
three-dimensional knowledge that subjectivity exists, objective reality exists,
and that perception of phenomena emerges from interplay between those
parts is required for perceiving the relationships or emergent wholes that
arise out of the interactions of seemingly disparate things.
From a perspective of the cosmos as a case of top-down emanation, to become
aware of the unity of the cosmos and that which is omitted from one’s
awareness when regarding it as disunity, one must first become aware of the
indivisibility of his own capacity for perception and that which he perceives.
As long as you regard your awareness and that of which you are aware as two
independent entities, you may not fully comprehend the notion of emergence
per se.
Similarly, once you regard your awareness and its content as interdependent
or inseparable, you will also find that the patterns of relationship and
emergence you perceive are not only innumerable, but also capable of everincreasing. (That is, of course, as long as you retain or employ the ability to
regard aspects of the cosmos as different things.)
To the extent that you regard the cosmos as a continual unity, you may not
perceive relationship and emergence per se, though you may still perceive its
ever-increasing nature, its constant expansion and proliferation, its
qualitative fecundity and onward march.
From this three-dimensional perspective, the One has forever been—and is
now—infinite and always growing. Your experience and recognition of that
fact, and the fact that you, as both subject and object, are inseparable from
that One, is part of its constancy, continuity, and growth.
In the previous chapter, I gave voice to the question of “so what?” So what if
we have subjectivity in an objective universe and many different ways to
conceive of this predicament? What difference, if any, does all of that make?
Such questions get at a basic issue of value: why does something matter?
Why should we care about it? Why is it important? Perhaps most simply, the
answer may be found earlier in this text. Mind yearns for omniscience, to
perceive all of the parts of the cosmos and how they fit together, to be able to
understand and predict all that may arise in our experience.
While having awareness, being conscious, or possessing subjectivity is
necessary for experience per se, it is insufficient to account for all of its forms
and contents, and even less so for anticipating their fluctuations accurately.
Similarly, regarding phenomena as discreet objects from which nothing may
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be generalized is also insufficient for understanding and predicting what
arises.
At the very least, we need to be able to experience and make meaningful
distinctions and general categorizations from discernable patterns of or
within that experience. To avoid pursuing dead ends needlessly, and to
appreciate the multifaceted nature of all that arises, it is important to be able
to regard any concept or representation as a simplification justified out of
utility, and not as some ultimate or infallible knowledge. Similarly, it can be
helpful for one who seeks understanding to appreciate how models of
experience and that which causes it are partial, both in the sense of
pertaining to a specific perspective with its own implicit values as well as in
the sense of being incomplete or excluding things from focus.
In attempting to assemble or piece together the fragments of experience one
has crafted to represent the cosmos as a whole, it can be helpful to conceive of
interactions between those pieces (or what they represent) as possessing
causal power or influence. The different ways in which things may interact,
or be thought to interact, can vary depending upon the vantage point of one
seeking to describe, model, or comprehend them.
In seeking to identify and isolate aspects of experience through intellectual
analysis and combine and explain them through intellectual synthesis, one
may come to recognize the otherwise overlooked or taken-for-granted roles of
his own subjectivity and mind in the cosmos it seeks to comprehend. In this
sense, self-awareness and awareness of one’s universe appear as one.
Similarly, awareness of the unity of one’s consciousness and that of which one
is conscious accompanies the recognition that the sum of the contents of one’s
awareness, when those contents are regarded as separate, is lesser than the
incalculable total of those contents when one recognizes them as continuous.
Through recognition of the tendencies and activities of Mind in relation to
that which it seeks to comprehend, one may simultaneously possess profound
acquaintanceship with the infinite and also possess many forms of
representative knowledge without sacrificing one for the other.
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Appendix: On the Divisibility of the Infinite
In a sense, infinity could be considered an even quantity. Infinity could be
divided evenly in two without leaving a remainder.
Granted, this business of the oddness or evenness of infinity is difficult to
demonstrate empirically. Is there any basis for conceiving of the assertion
that infinity could be divided evenly by two as true?
Thus far, we have seen emergent vertices sometimes arise at the center of
their seed points, and sometimes not. Seed points of three or five in number
have not produced central emergent vertices. Conversely, seed points of four
or six in number have produced them. If we generalize from these examples,
we could assert that for sets of seed points greater than two, if the quantity of
seed points is an odd number, a center point will not arise in the first order of
emergence.
Similarly, if the quantity of seed points is an even number greater than two,
a center point will arise in the first order of emergence. Based upon this, it
stands to reason that if we want to know whether or not a quantity of seed
points is even or odd, instead of counting all of them we only need to count
more than three of them, at which point we may ascertain if any of the
emergent vertices formed from them are located at the center of the set of
seed points.
If an emergent vertex exists at the center of the set of seed points, we can say
that the set of seed points is of an even quantity. If it does not, we can say
that the set of seed points is of an odd quantity.
Sure, it sounds reasonable enough—but how can we test this out on an
infinite number of seed points?
Because we've been looking at arrangements of seed points that are
equidistant from an implicit center, we simply need to imagine what an
infinite number of points, all of which are equidistant from an implicit center,
might look like. Sure enough, such a figure is actually quite familiar to us:
the circle.
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What happens when we begin to look for possible line segments defined by
the limitless quantity of points constituting a circle?
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At the center of the circle’s interior region (which is also the center of the
infinite quantity of seed points) is an emergent vertex. In this sense, an
infinite quantity of seed points equidistant from an implicit center will define
intersecting line segments such that an emergent vertex of the first order will
be located at its center. Thus, we can say that infinity has this center-vertex
trait in common with other even-numbered quantities of seed points, and
that infinity may be evenly divisible by two.
*
“Apples and Applesauce…”
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